
Abisko Arctic Station
Link Budget Calculations

This document presents the design of a wireless connection between the main 
building in the Abisko Arctic Station and Stordalen Villa. For it, we will provide 
the link budget calculations for both 900MHz and 2.5GHz, presenting pros and 
cons, both technically and budget-wise.
The main requirements we have stablished for this design are:

❖ Robustness 
❖ Viability
❖ Budget
❖ Connection throughput

Stordalen Villa to Main Abisko Building

๏ GPS coordinates of Stordalen Villa: 19.050667E — 68.353361N
๏ GPS coordinates of Main Abisko building: 18.815694E — 68.354694N
๏ Distance as calculated by (http://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/

latlong.html): 9.7 Km 

Antenna Gain Assumptions

These assumptions are taken out of the ”Green book” Wireless Networking in 
Developing Countries (http://wndw.net/).

๏ Parabolic Antenna: 19dBi - 24dBi
๏ Omnidirectional Antenna: 5dBi - 12dBi
๏ Sectorial Antenna: 12dBi - 15dBi
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Transmission Gain Assumptions

These assumptions are taken out of the data sheets of several transmission 
modules. We look at the Ubiquity Bullet, the TIcc2420 (this is what the telosB 
uses) and the TI1120.

➡ Ubiquiti Bullet
These following information is taken out of the ubiquity bullet data sheet 
(http://ubnt.com/downloads/b2 datasheet.pdf).

• Frequency: 2.5GHz
• Transmission Gain: 15dBm - 20dBm
• Receiving Threshold: -95dBm

➡ CC1120
The following information is taken from the Texas Instrument data sheet for 
the CC1120 (http://www.ti.com/product/cc1120)

• Frequency: 900MHz
• Transmission Gain: 16dBm
• Receiving Threshold: -117dBm

➡ CC2420
The following information is taken from the Texas Instrument data sheet for 
the CC2420 (http://www.ti.com/product/cc2420)

• Frequency: 2.5GHz
• Transmission Gain: 24dBm
• Receiving Threshold: -95dBm

Free Space Loss

The free space loss refers to the reduction of signal power with respect to the 
distance from the signal source. The amount of power loss depends not only on 
the distance but on the frequency of the signal. The signal loss is expressed in 
decibels and is calculated by the following equation.
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The variable R is the distance -in meters- from the signal source and the point of 
measurement. The variable F is the frequency of the signal in Hertz. The variable 
c is the speed of light.

Radio Mobile

Nonetheless, even when knowing how to make manual calculations for link 
budget, other variables such us the terrain must be taken under consideration. 
For this matter we will make use of a specific-purpose software which will allow 
us to make accurate link budget calculations. For this calculations we have to set 
some parameters, based on the Tx System and the antenna type.

➡ 900MHz Approach

Our first approach, which goes lower in frequency -which implies less 
throughput but more facilities to go beyond geographical accidents such as 
mountains.

FSL[dB] = C + 20 * Log(D) + 20 * Log(F) / D = distance, F = Frequency 
[MHz] ^ C = Adjust constant (C=36.3 if D expressed in miles, C=32.5 if 
D expressed in Km)

Figure 1: Link budget for Abisko Arctic Station - 900MhZ



This figure shows how we can easily reach  Stordalen Villa from Abisko 
without the use of any repeaters, by means of trading off throughput. The 
main advantage of this configuration is that the less components, and the 
more accessible these are, the more robust our system ought to be. In this 
way, the hardware is placed in “inhabited” areas, which implies that in case 
of failure it is more likely for the system to be repaired on time. Going 
down in frequency usually leads to low power consumption, which in turn 
extends the life of the deployed link.

We can easily appreciate that reaching Abisko from Stordalen is not a problem 
with the commercial components we have chosen (Figure 2).

➡ 2.4GHz Approach

On the other hand, going up in frequency would allow a connection to the 
Internet from Stordalen. Unfortunately, this is disallowed by  the few 
mountains between the two connection points.

Figure 2: Radio coverage (900MHz) from the Abisko area.



We can see that this solution does not provide a good result, since one of the 
ends is unreachable from the other.

Figure 3: Link budget for Abisko Arctic Station - 2.4GHz

Figure 4: Radio coverage (2.4GHz) from the Abisko area.



A possible solution is to incorporate a repeater on top of one of the 
mountains in order to make it possible for the signal to reach both ends.

Figure 5.1 : Radio coverage (2.4GHz) from the Abisko area.

Figure 5.2 : Radio coverage (2.4GHz) from the Abisko area.



As we can see in the set of pictures presented above, we would need 2 
repeaters in order to successfully make the signal go over the two 
mountains we mentioned before. Another solution would be to place a 
repeater on the opposite shore, however we do not count with enough 
information about maritime traffic in the area, logistics related to getting 
there, etc. Notwithstanding it is a solution that should be considered and 
analyzed before a real deployment.

Conclusion

Our vision, presented in this document, is that, depending on the type of 
connectivity required in Abisko, 900MHz could be the perfect, easiest, cheapest 
and more maintainable solution, which would allow a WSN to successfully 
transport data from sensors to the Internet. However, should there be a need for 
increased throughput, a  2.4GHz connection must be considered(along with one 
or more repeaters)

*note: Apart from this document, we provide a live demonstration on Google 
Earth of the Fresnel zones and the strength of the signal in both frequencies.

http://www.itu.dk/people/jogr/Links/PermLinks/googletours/Abisko900.html
http://www.itu.dk/people/jogr/Links/PermLinks/googletours/Abisko2500.html

Figure 5.3 : Radio coverage (2.4GHz) from the Abisko area.
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